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DC Motor-Generator 
Post-Redesign Evaluation 
 

Study Goals 
After an exhibit has been renovated, redesigned, or refurbished in preparation for the 
Exploratorium’s move from the Palace of Fine Arts to Pier 15, an interview and observation 
study is conducted. The purpose of the study is to identify any major issues that would 
require immediate attention prior to the move. This collection of redesign evaluations will 
serve as a baseline of information for the Exploratorium’s new exhibit set at Pier 15.  
 
General goals:  

• To confirm that visitors are able to access and use the exhibit  
• To confirm that visitors can build a basic understanding of the exhibit’s content 
• To uncover visitors’ frustrations and confusions 
• To understand whether visitors move on from an exhibit for intrinsic or extrinsic 

reasons 
 
  

Exhibit Description 
DC MOTOR-GENERATOR is a tabletop exhibit consisting of two identical DC permanent 
magnet motors with their outputs wired together. Meters and a switched lamp are also wired 
to the outputs. When the visitor turns the armature of one motor, the other motor’s armature 
turns at the same rate. One motor has become a generator! The same is true if the visitor 
turns the second motor’s armature: it now becomes the generator. If the lamp is switched on, 
the motor spins more slowly, as some of the generator’s energy goes toward lighting the 
lamp. 
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Methods 
Uncued observations and interviews were conducted. A researcher randomly selected 
visitors who crossed an imaginary line on the floor that stopped facing the exhibit with two 
feet planted and either looked at or touched the exhibit for approximately 15 or more 
seconds. 
 
Uncued visitors do not know they are part of the study until after they finish using the 
exhibit so their behavior can be considered representative of normal use patterns. This 
means that some of the visitors in this study may have used the exhibit only briefly. 
Visitors were approached after they left the exhibit and asked if they would be willing to 
participate in a 7-question interview about their experience at the exhibit. 
 
 

Demographics 
 

Gender 
Count  

(N=12) 
M 8 
F 4 

  
English as a Second Language? 

Count  
(N=12) 

N 11 

Y 1 

  
Estimated Age 

Count  
(N=12) 

8-12 0 
13-17 4 
18-29 2 
30s 3 
40s 3 
50s 0 
60+ 0 

  
Visitor Group Composition 

Count  
(N=12) 

Adults-only 6 
Adults with children 2 

Adults w/ teens 4 
Adults w/ teens and children 0 
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Findings 
 
Holding Time 

This is the time the visitor spent using or otherwise engaged with this exhibit. The amount of 
time a visitor spends at an exhibit is influenced by many factors and can indicate level of 
engagement or interest, but not as a measure on its own. 
 
Time at 
exhibit 

mm:ss 
(N=12) 

Mean 1:12 
Median 1:10 
Minimum 0:17 
Maximum 2:59 

 

 

Visitor Behaviors 

Visitors were observed as they used the exhibit. 
 

Starting Position Count (N=12) 

1 1 
2 2 
3 4 

Between settings 5 
  

Did Task 1 Count (N=12) 

no 2 
correct 10 
wrong 0 

  

Did Task 2 Count (N=12) 

no 2 
correct 8 
wrong 1 

between positions 1 
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Did Task 3 Count (N=12) 

no 6 
correct 6 
wrong 0 

between positions 0 
 
 

Visitor Interest 

Visitors were asked about their interest in the exhibit and why they rated from “not 
interesting” to “very interesting” (1 – 7).  
 

Interest Level 
Count  

(N=12) 
High Interest (6-7) 5 

Moderate Interest (4-5) 5 
Low Interest (1-3) 2 

 

Visitor responses: 
 

H 
Because you can see how electricity works; how you can generate electricity to 
turn on a bulb. 

H 
Well, I guess its kind of telling me information.  There are a lot of steps, but it's 
something I hadn't learned before. 

H Because it is interactive, you can see your action make a reaction. 

H 
I'm an engineer.  Electricity is an everyday thing.  It's complex but made simple 
here. 

H Because I'm an electrical engineer. 
M Wasn't overly exciting … like the high voltage exhibit. 
M Like it when you turn both cranks - makes the bulb extra bright. 
M Amusing to see other knob turn. 
M Pretty cool. 
M You get to see it light up. 

L 
Because as I am high school student these are already taught. Could be 
helpful/entertaining for a middle schooler. 

L Worked with motors before. 
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Visitor Frustration or Confusion 

Visitors were asked to tell us if there was anything confusing or frustrating, what the source 
of the frustration was, and whether or not it made them want to leave the exhibit and move 
on to another one. 
 

Source of visitor frustration or confusion* 
Count 

 
# that wanted to 
move on 

Lots of reading 1 0 
Other people interfere 1 0 
Nothing frustrating 10 -- 

*Totals may add up to more than N = 12 because visitors gave more than one response. 

 
 

Visitor Understanding 

Visitors were asked what they think the exhibit was about with the goal to determine 
whether or not they have a basic understanding of the concepts presented and to identify 
possible areas of misunderstanding. We acknowledge that this study has a small sample size 
and that these findings illustrate trends and may not be representative.  
 
It appears that visitors DO have a basic understanding of concepts 
presented. 

X 

It appears that visitors DO NOT have a basic understanding of concepts 
presented. 

 

 

Visitor responses: 

• How a DC motor generates power; how it is used in cars. 
• That makes me have to think … hmmm… open vs. closed circuits. 
• Power generation of DC motor generator; hybrids and how they work. 
• DC energy generation. It's easier to do AC with a magnet, but Edison wanted DC.  

Live transfer is hard. 
• Different circuits. 
• Circuits. 
• How the resistance in the circuit works; how higher resistance can make the flow -- 

basic electricity rules. 
• Resistance; where power is going to go.  
• You can generate power with motion. Current can run in a circle. 
• How DC electricity is made from a generator. 
• Showing the principles of electricity; how we can turn something on remotely and 

transfer power; motor + generator. 
• Electrical generators.  I generally know how they work, but I was curious to see what 

this exhibit did. 
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Visitor Reasoning for Leaving the Exhibit 

The goal of this question is to explore how open or closed-ended the exhibit seems to be for 
the visitor. Visitors tend to leave exhibits for intrinsic reasons, such as feeling bored, or 
finished with the experience, or for extrinsic reasons, like having to go to lunch or being 
distracted by another exhibit. Leaving for intrinsic reasons could suggest a more close-ended 
exhibit experience.  

 

Reasons for moving on to 
the next exhibit 

Count  
(N=12) 

Intrinsic 5 
Both 3 

Extrinsic 4 
 

Visitor responses: 

 

Intrinsic Got it to work - bulb turned on. 
Intrinsic Finished it. 
Intrinsic Got bored. 
Intrinsic Done all 3 stations.  Completed the circuit. 
Intrinsic Got bored of it. 

Both 
Want to see other exhibits. [Anything else?] Did everything I was supposed 
to. 

Both 
Gives you a beginning, middle, and end. [Anything else?] If you see 
something else near by. 

Both 
Thought someone else wanted to use it. [Anything else?] Accomplished the 
task. 

Extrinsic Following my 6 year old son. 
Extrinsic Seeing other ones around me. 
Extrinsic My siblings interrupted me. 
Extrinsic High voltage (exhibit next door). 

 

 

Conclusions 
 
Based on this small sample, we conclude that the redesigned exhibit does not require 
immediate remediation. This evaluation did not identify sufficient impediments to visitor 
use, engagement or basic understanding. 
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APPENDIX: Graphic Panels 
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